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Chapter 1 – The History of BS in the Conscious 
Business/Wellness World

Some common forms of BS in our sector:

1. Promising much faster results than other paths

2. Results guaranteed (implicit or explicit)

3. Promising rapid enlightenment 

4. Minimizing or disappearing the role of support people like 
partners, family, existing network, etc.

5. Celebrating the process of “manifesting” - without acknowledging 
work involved or how privilege often has a role.



Chapter 2 – Wealth Signaling in the Conscious 
Business/Wellness World

Some common forms of Wealth Signaling in our sector:

1. Retreats, workshops and trainings.

2. Repeated travel to hip locations.

3. Certain kinds of clothing – brands, handmade items, etc.

4. Housing (New Mexico version is the gorgeous adobe)

5. Transportation (Ex. fancy “sustainable” electric car)



Chapter 3 – Pretending Things are “Forever 
Fabulous”

Examples:

1. Constantly posting about how amazing one’s life is – with the 
unstated goal of trying to get paying clients.

2. Telling stories of how hard life used to be vs. how fabulous it is now 
(again with intent to get people to hire you)

3. When there is a “vulnerable share” – it’s done in a very strategically

4. “Life through an Instagram filter.”



What’s the alternative?

Egoic Marketing Approach

• Centered on the ego needs of the 
business owner – financial, social 
prestige, desire for power, etc.

• “Do what’s necessary to get as 
many people as possible to buy 
from you.”

• Manipulation is natural result of 
this approach.

Authentic Marketing Skills

• Learn to be of genuine service to 
your ideal clients – whether or not 
any particular person hires you.

• Focus on supporting, informing, 
guiding and sharing resources.

• Empathy and deepening
connections is natural result.  

• “People hire those they know, like & 
trust.”



Effective Marketing – A Choose Your Own 
Adventure Approach

1. Content 2. Social 3. Email 4. Visibillity

Blogging Facebook YES.  Networking

Video Instagram Still yes.  Facebook ads

Articles Linked In Still … Podcast circuit

Podcast host Twitter More yes.  ☺ TV & Radio 

interviews

Etc Etc Etc Etc

• Make a conscious choice - one from each column 

• Create a basic marketing plan and stay with it

• Get good at the things you’ve chosen 



Get Better at Marketing by … 
Marketing Consciously
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